THE BETTER BUNNY PROJECT

October 14, 2012

The goal is to improve the quality of the youth rabbit program in Oklahoma 4-H. Youth often get their first rabbit at the local farm store with no idea of how to do the most basic of care or if it is a show quality bunny. For a $10 enrollment, youth will participate in an hour long class with bunny basics in selection, feeding, housing, trimming toenails, grooming, health care, showroom basics and more. THEN they will be sent home with a care package, a BETTER BUNNY book, and their very own pedigreed bunny.

NOTE: we will provide rabbits as long as our supplies last. If we have participants who do not get a rabbit, they will be placed on our waiting list for the next available rabbit designated for our Better Bunny Project. We reserve the right to choose participants that we feel are "best ready" for Rabbit ownership if enough bunnies are not available at the time of the program.

The Project will begin in Kingfisher OK,

Sunday October 14th at 3 pm

Pre-Register by emailing anniebethdavis@gmail.com

Or go to

http://www.goodharedaze.com/the-better-bunny-project.html

For an online form to preregister

Get Ready for a Better Bunny Project in Oklahoma!